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Me and My Lady
From humble beginnings
to becoming a leader
in its ﬁeld – the story of
SyntheSys.
Managing Director
John S Hartas recalls how
his company grew and
continues to ﬂourish and now
looks forward with conﬁdence
to the challenges of the
next 30 years.

This is the story of me and my lady. SyntheSys, that is. She came into being in
March 1988 and began full-time trading in June 1991, but the seeds of her
inception were sown nearly a decade earlier.
I was born on the day of the Manchester United air disaster on 6 February
1958, which caused the death of 23 of the ‘Busby Babes’ and their entourage,
when their aircraft crashed on take-oﬀ from Munich-Riem airport during wintry
conditions.
At the age of seven I was presented with a copy of the ‘Ladybird Book of the
Night Sky’ for my birthday. This gave me an all-consuming interest in astronomy
as well as some direction in my life, which in my teens transformed into an
ambition for an academic career in the study of, and research in, astrophysics.
This ambition persisted until I began my Ph.D. whereupon, feeling like a square
peg in a round hole in the research environment, I soon realised that the
academic life was not for me.
Fortunately, my Ph.D. work had given me some basic software programming
skills and my ambitions morphed into a desire to have my own business,
probably in software development. And so the seeds were sown.
By now it was 1984 and I joined my ﬁrst job as a junior programmer at a
company called John Bell Technical Systems that was based in Fleet in
Hampshire, England. Although my time at John Bell was brief, I learned the
principles of software and systems development, which would have a profound
inﬂuence on my approach to work in later life.
After ﬁfteen months, I moved to Systems Designers Limited (SDL) where I was
engaged to develop software for a real-time simulator of a proposed high
frequency military communications system. After completion of this project
I was given the opportunity to move into a group that was to carry out studies
and development work into a new military communications system called the
Joint Tactical Information Distribution System (JTIDS).
The JTIDS group at SDL contained several of the great names that did
fundamental development of the concepts and systems for the application of
JTIDS by the United Kingdom (UK) Military: Alan Cockrill, Derek Denton, John
Garrett, John Curtis and Craig Wrigley. My role continued in software as I was
given responsibility for development of the prototype JTIDS Network Planning
Station (JNPS), the forerunner of the UK’s Tactical Network Design Station
(TNDS). This role required a detailed, in-depth knowledge of the North Atlantic
Treaty Organisation (NATO) standardisation agreements that governed JTIDS,
so after my involvement in the project, I found that I could make useful
technical contributions regarding its operation and management.
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Picture taken by SyntheSys’ own Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV)

After that, I was given work to assist in the
development of such things as the UK JTIDS
network
management
requirements
speciﬁcation, the interface control document
for international exchange of network
designs, and the technical speciﬁcation for
the Royal Navy’s JTIDS network management
system.
About this time, my thoughts returned to
setting up my own software business, leading
to the birth of SyntheSys in March 1988. The
company’s ﬁrst project was the development
of accounting software tailored to the unique
requirements of sea ﬁsh processors.
Although this system remained in use for
some years, I did not have the conﬁdence to
commit full-time to SyntheSys until June
1991.
Soon after I committed to full-time trading as
SyntheSys, I secured a UK government
innovation grant to develop a novel software
copy-protection system of my own invention.
As things turned out, I ended up getting
suﬃcient fee-earning work that I didn’t have
time to develop the software and the
invention remains unexploited to this day.
This seems the right point to admit that,
being a scientist by training, I am not a
natural businessman. I have had to learn
business as I’ve gone along.
A key
contribution to my business education was
an MBA with the Open University, which I
undertook during the early days of SyntheSys
in the hope that it would make me more
attractive to an employer in the event that
the company failed.
Given this business naivety, it is fortunate
that my former employers (now called
SD-Scicon) immediately gave me a contract
to continue working for them for a period,
during which I helped to write a technical
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speciﬁcation for the Cryptographic Rekeying Facility (a system to enable
JTIDS Over-the-Air Rekeying) and helped to develop concepts for an
Aircraft Cryptovariable Management Unit (ACVMU) intended for
implementation on what became the Typhoon ﬁghter.
During this time, I also carried out work for a small company called Wellic,
under the guidance of its owner, the late George Crowhurst. George was
very good to me and, as well as giving SyntheSys a great deal of work, also
gave me a lot of business advice, much of which still rings true today.
Wellic was contracted to support the Air Staﬀ Requirement (ASR) 891 Test
Network (ATN), the forerunner of the UK’s Multi-Link Test Facility (MLTF)
today. George asked me to prepare test procedures to be used by the ATN.
Based on the software and systems development experience I gained at
John Bell and SDL, I developed these test procedures by ﬁrst developing
semi-formal, pseudo-code versions of the governing JTIDS standards. The
knowledge gained in doing this work would come in useful later.
At about this time (1992), I was approached by the UK Ministry of Defence
(MOD) to provide assistance to the JTIDS Air Platform Network
Management System (JAPNMS) as a ‘customer friend’, based on my
experience in my latter days at SDL. This work was extended to customer
friend on the further developments of the JNPS and even software
development work on the JTIDS Scenario Deﬁnition Aid (JSDA), a graphical
system intended as an aid to JTIDS network designers by helping to deﬁne
scenarios in which JTIDS networks would operate.
SyntheSys was now getting suﬃcient work that I was able to start
expanding the work force. I used a teleworking model to develop the
company, aimed at keeping overheads to a minimum, but we soon had
‘hub’ oﬃces in Whitby, North Yorkshire (where I lived), Hastings on the
south coast of England, and Bath in the south-west of England.
Further work for the MOD followed, the most signiﬁcant of which was
appointment as ‘trusted advisor’ to the UK Air Command and Control
System (ACCS). Under this contract, we helped to prepare technical
speciﬁcations for several systems that formed UK ACCS, as well as
providing advice and assistance to the MOD regarding its implementation.
Now approaching the turn of the millennium, we started to strongly
advocate the application of systems engineering approaches to the
development and application of Tactical Data Links (TDLs). (JTIDS was a
TDL.) Although, at the time, there was signiﬁcant resistance to this from
within the MOD, we did win a study contract to investigate the cost of
ownership of TDLs. The aim of this study was to determine the activities
that were necessary to develop and sustain TDLs.

“

..we later recognised, the reason that the best practices could
not be applied directly was because TDLs are, intrinsically, a
system-of-systems element, and system-of-systems development
methods had not yet been developed.

This was a signiﬁcant piece of work for us
because, as we later recognised, the reason
that the best practices could not be applied
directly was because TDLs are, intrinsically, a
system-of-systems
element,
and
system-of-systems development methods
had not yet been developed.
The cost of ownership work inspired us to
start two research and development
initiatives. In the ﬁrst of these, we set up an
association with the School of Engineering at
Durham University in the north of England to
study
systems-of-systems
engineering
processes. This has given us a unique insight
into system-of-systems engineering and, in
particular, the testing of systems-of-systems.
Under the second initiative, driven by the
belief that conventional systems engineering
techniques should be applied to the
development of TDLs, and by the belief that
extant approaches to the testing of TDLs
were not suﬃcient, we experimented with
modelling the standards that govern TDL
implementations. These experiments bore
fruit in that we discovered logic ﬂaws in the
standards that had not been identiﬁed by the
conventional analysis techniques and which
had, we later discovered, resulted in
unintended situations that had actually
occurred operationally. This early work
eventually led to the development of our
System
Process
for
Interoperability
Requirements and Implementation Testing
(SPIRIT),
our
TDL
interoperability
management tool.

“

In order to do this, we looked at best practice
around the world as employed by
organisations such as the United States (US)
Department of Defense (DoD), the US
National Air and Space Administration
(NASA), the European Space Agency (ESA),
and others.
Surprisingly, none of the
observed practices that we considered
provided all the activities necessary to
develop and sustain TDLs, so we proposed
activities based on combinations of the
practices and provided cost estimates for
doing those activities.

Meanwhile, our work on TDLs found us providing support to the Link
Interoperability Network (LION), the successor of ATN. This led to us being
successful in winning the contract to provide the MLTF service to the UK
MOD, which has been the mainstay of our technical work to MOD since
2010.
Going back to the late 1990s, we became aware of the Variable Message
Format (VMF) data link that was being adopted by US Forces. We gained
expertise that enabled us to develop a training course. As well as giving us
the key UK expertise in VMF, this also proved to be the starting point of our
training business. We now provide TDL training (VMF, Link 11, Link 16, Link
22, Network Design and Management) around the world.
Our SPIRIT interoperability management tool is based on the IBM Watson
Internet of Things (IBM Watson IoT™) software suite (formerly known as
IBM® Rational® Software). Development of the tool required signiﬁcant
investment in eﬀort and money and, upon completion of the ﬁrst phase of
development, we discovered more by accident than design, that we had
some of the UK’s foremost expertise in the IBM® tools. This expertise has
helped us evolve systems engineering consultancy work that now forms a
signiﬁcant element of our business and has led to the establishment of
another company, SyntheSys Direct, which sells third-party systems
engineering software.
Again, in the late 1990s, our communications system experience helped us
to get work with the Defence Science and Technology Laboratories (DSTL)
providing technical support relating to the US’ Common Data Link (CDL).
This data link was being put forward for possible implementation on a
Maritime Unmanned Airborne Vehicle (MUAV). This work, in turn, helped
us to develop expertise in unmanned vehicles and then to secure a key role
in the Joint UAV Experimental Programme (JUEP), which culminated in the
Royal Navy operating the ScanEagle UAV. Our unmanned vehicle work
continued through involvement with NATO Industrial Advisory Group
(NIAG) sub-groups concerned with autonomous operations, the
interoperable command and control data link, multi-environment control
stations, processing of payload data, and the analysis/countering of the
threat posed by small UAVs.
Our most recent initiative is the establishment of a company, SyntheSys
Software, to develop bespoke software packages. This company is now
providing software in the air traﬃc control and meteorology industries.
SyntheSys and its subsidiaries are not a big concern, but I am proud of the
small contributions that we make. I am proud of the Company’s operating
philosophy based on integrity, innovation, independence of thought,
customer-focus, and expertise. None of this would have been possible
without customers who have placed their conﬁdence in us and an
incredibly talented and loyal work force, both past and present. From me
to you, thank you.
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SyntheSys
S O F T W A R E

Aerospace Systems
Business and IT Systems
Bid Management

S

SyntheSys
D E F E N C E

Tactical Data Link Consultancy
Tactical Data Link Testing
Operational Services
Tactical Data Link Training

S

SyntheSys
SYSTEMS ENGINEERING

Systems Engineering
Consultancy and Services
Requirements Management
Systems Engineering Training

SyntheSys
D I R E C T

SaaS Development Software
IBM Watson Internet of Things
(IBM Watson IoT™) Software

SyntheSys provides defence systems, training systems and software engineering and technical
services across a spectrum of diﬀerent industry sectors. Along with distinct support and
consultancy services, our innovative product range makes us ﬁrst choice provider for both
large and small organisations.
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SyntheSys News
SyntheSys Starts the New Year on a High Having
Attained IBM® Gold Business Partner Status
SyntheSys is delighted to announce that we have attained IBM®
Gold Business Partner status in the IBM Watson Internet of
Things (IBM Watson IoT™) Continuous Engineering Competency.
Achieving the Gold Status is no mean feat, and is something we
are extremely proud of, having gone through a series of stages
and assessments to demonstrate our expert knowledge of IBM®
tools, how satisﬁed our IBM® licence customers are, and our
ability to reach new customers.
The Partner status was achieved following our restructure during
2017, which saw the formation of a new subsidiary, SyntheSys
Direct. The group handles all licensing, transactional and
technical matters connected with software distribution and is led
by Managing Director, Su Ross.
Su comments “2017 has been a momentous year for us, so to
come into the New Year on such a high note only adds to the
positivity we have for 2018. For us, achieving Gold status has
always been about ensuring we are consistently developing our
business in a way which beneﬁts and adds value to our
customers. We feel there is no better ‘stamp of approval’ than
IBM® awarding us with Gold status. We will continue to assist
our customers to achieve success in their new and existing
development projects by continuing to deliver ﬂexible software
and solution options, unrivalled consultancy services and unique
training packages.”

Sign up
Now!

Technical Articles
Reference Guides
Training Material
TDL Technology
Capabilities & Limitations Database
visit: www.tdl-technology.com/community-portal
to register

Software licence sales is just one element of what we do here at
SyntheSys, our oﬀerings stretch much further than deployment of
technology. We facilitate organisations to be able to develop and
implement sound management and software and systems
development strategies that cut capital investment costs related
to Information Technology (IT) purchases. Our consultancy
services are always job-speciﬁc and we oﬀer advice on
best-practice application of IBM Watson IoT™ tools to real-world
development projects. Our support services include deployment,
training, maintenance, and enhancements. We oﬀer a service
where we will work as part of a project team and complete
integration, management and development work on behalf of
customers.
We welcome discussions around your current and future
development projects to understand where SyntheSys Direct
can be of assistance and how we may be able to service your
development software requirements.
Please contact Su on:
+44 (0) 7484 915743 or visit the
SyntheSys Direct website at
www.synthesys-direct.co.uk

Kate Chandler Wings Her Way to More Success
SyntheSys welcomes Kate Chandler to its team of technical
experts. She is a Senior Consultant and is responsible for
business development activities and consultancy services to
customers.
Kate has a broad Air Traﬃc Management (ATM) background.
During her 25 years’ service in the Royal Air Force (RAF) she was
employed in a wide variety of roles with associated experience in
strategic policy development, planning and key programme
delivery.

With a broad Service knowledge
of aircraft platforms, recent Service
roles have seen her take responsibility
for the airﬁeld infrastructure delivery
compliance of the £440m Lightning
Programme at RAF Marham. She has
operated as the Military Regulator within the Military Aviation
Authority for ATM oversight and approvals for MOD contractor
ﬂying.

As a Senior Air Traﬃc Control Oﬃcer in Germany she was
responsible for the safe and expeditious operations and
associated airﬁeld activity for 1 Regt. Army Air Corps. (AAC).
In addition, she has worked with international organisations,
government, regulatory departments and various committees in
collaboration with North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO)
organisations.

Kate has also undertaken roles within the International Military
Staﬀ at NATO Headquarters, Brussels. She has extensive
experience operating in joint Service and the multi-national
operating environments.
Kate said about her new role at SyntheSys: ‘’I am delighted to be
joining SyntheSys and look forward to making a positive
contribution within their diverse, exciting ventures.”

Kate has also been involved with the Single European Sky and
European Commission in support of the United Kingdom Ministry
of Defence (MOD) cross-platform integration within the Single
European Sky’s ATM Research programme.

There is no doubt she has a busy year ahead, as 2018 sees the
100th anniversary of the foundation of the RAF; Kate will play her
part by being involved in several aspects of the celebrations.
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Next Generation Tactical Data Link
Systems Engineering Tools

Historically, platforms embedding a digital
communications system as part of their C4ISTAR capability
have been given the power to implement only those
elements deemed necessary to support the successful
outcomes of their own missions. In the future, those
platforms must be prepared to be more than a user and
producer of information, they must be aware that their
implementation will have an impact on the integrity of
operations of other platforms within the network in which
they operate.
To put this more concisely and more dramatically, the age
of the platform has gone, the age of the integrated battle
force is upon us!
The lifeblood of the integrated battle force is of course the
information that ﬂows along the often-invisible arteries
and veins that are the communications channels between
the platforms that constitute the force. So, how then can
the information ﬂows that support the integrated battle
force be orchestrated? Modern day digital information
exchange is so complex that computer-based tools must
be used to support the systems engineering process.
The Trouble with current Tactical Data Links (TDL)
Implementation and Supporting Tools
TDLs provide a means of exercising authority and direction
to forces to enable them to accomplish their mission.
Unfortunately, in this context, the tools available to
platform implementers are disjointed and platform-centric
in that there is no seamless system engineering capability
in use that provides cradle-to-grave support. For a
number of years, the implementation of TDLs has been
governed within many North Atlantic Treaty Organisation
(NATO) nations by the Interoperable Systems Management
and Requirements Transformation (iSMART) process.
Although a very signiﬁcant advance on previous
approaches, it only takes into account fully the initial
phases of the systems engineering process, allowing
stove-piped platform development and implementation.
The iSMART process focuses on the gathering of
information for a single platform wishing to implement a
TDL, rather than the requirements for the network as a
whole. Neither does iSMART adequately address
validation of the implementation and, therefore, falls short
of providing any meaningful assurance. The situation is
further compounded by the evolving standards that are
intended to deﬁne TDL implementations. As they have
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evolved, the complexity and impact of compatibility
between versions has been highlighted through
Interoperability Issues (IOIs) being discovered through
in-service platform testing, observations and mission
performance. This is obviously too late to inﬂuence the
design and acceptance into service, which means that the
issues are costly in time and money to repair and, more
importantly, provide a reduced capability to the end user.
Another complication is that the standards are not written
in an unambiguous style as a set of succinct,
self-contained, and precise requirements. By the nature
of the subject, requirements are diﬃcult to follow not only
because they are complex, but often because they are not
expressed logically. This has led to diﬀerent
interpretations of meaning and diﬀerent implementations
processing the same item of information inconsistently. In
turn, this leads to IOIs occurring between the diﬀerent
platforms, and often undiscovered, until a platform
reaches its In-Service Date (ISD) or potentially even later
during training and operations.
TDL projects have a selection of tools with which to
manage, develop, integrate, accept and maintain their
implementations. However, there is no single systems
engineering tool in use that fulﬁls the needs of a complete
TDL project. The current tools are non-interoperable and
susceptible to human error, including misinterpretation of
requirements.
Next Generation TDL Systems Engineering Tools
SyntheSys’ System Process for Interoperability
Requirements and Implementation Testing (SPIRIT) Tool
The SPIRIT ethos is designed to reﬂect the need of modern
day system-of-systems and capabilities such as TDLs. The
SPIRIT method encourages national (or supra-national)
authorities to develop a vision for their TDL
communications networks. The vision is deﬁned as an
integrated and self-consistent set of standards that deﬁne
how the individual platforms within the battle force
coordinate and report action. The vision may change at
regular intervals to keep pace with the evolving standards.
This approach acknowledges that the standards that a
platform was built to may have no further meaning after it
has been accepted into service, but it does ensure that
the platform is compliant with the vision that determines
how well a community of platforms operate together.

“

THE AGE OF THE PLATFORM HAS GONE;
THE AGE OF THE INTEGRATED BATTLE
FORCE IS UPON US!

“

Complete, consistent and correct information supporting
Command, Control, Communications, Computers,
Intelligence, Surveillance, Target Acquisition, and
Reconnaissance (C4ISTAR) operations on the battleﬁeld
has never been so necessary, yet neither have the needs
been so complex.

Identifying the DNA of Data Links

Some years ago, we conducted research into
systems-of-systems engineering with the School of
Engineering at Durham University. This research was
aimed at understanding systems-of-systems, particularly in
the military context, and how they can be developed and
optimised.
One of our early conclusions was that the lifetime of a
military system-of systems (higher level command
structures, etc.) is generally much shorter than that of its
constituent systems (aircraft, ships, etc.). In general, the
system-of-systems can change after a general election or a
seminal international event (such as 9/11) and so may
have a lifetime of about ﬁve years. National policies will
tend to change at this frequency, military priorities will
change, equipment development programmes may be
abandoned, etc., and the higher-level system-of-systems
must change accordingly.
The lifetime of the constituent systems (platforms) may be
many times longer than this (perhaps up to 50 years), yet
they must be adaptable to the system-of-systems changes.
This has signiﬁcant implications on how we should build
our platforms, but our concern here is on the integrated
battlespace. How can the systems be optimised to
support the new system-of-systems?
Our conclusion was that the system-of-systems be
developed using Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA)
principles, the higher levels of the system-of-systems
being developed top down in such a way as to identify
required services. The services provided by the existing

Phase 1

Developing and Enhancing this Ethos

When combined with our SPIRIT tool, we felt that this
could eventually oﬀer the possibility of almost fully
automated preparation of iSMART products. When
combined further with test tools, we feel that it oﬀers
the possibility of delivering a continuous improvement
of a platform against its original and transforming
requirements. We have embarked on a programme of
work, as follows:
Feasibility Investigations

Our initial work involved analysing the governing TDL standards
(MIL-STDs & STANAGS) to determine whether they could be
re-interpreted using SOA principles.

Phase 2

Given the platform’s requirements, SPIRIT provides a
complete deﬁnition of test cases up-front before
implementation begins. This helps to ensure that
interoperability testing is managed and integrated, with
scheduled testing taking place throughout the
development as opposed to on completion. This
evidence-based approach identiﬁes defects, omissions and
inconsistencies early in the development process,
reducing risk whilst increasing capability readiness.

Our investigations led us to conclude that there could be a
number of advantages with this approach:
• Easier deﬁnition of platform requirements,
through identiﬁcation of services (these could also
be described as operational functions for which we
have coined the phrase ‘mission threadlets’) rather
than identiﬁcation of detailed information exchanges.
(The Information Exchange Requirements (IERs) are
implied by the services required.)
• Clearer, more succinct, requirements speciﬁcations for
the development of platform implementations, which
should lead to less IOIs in-service and delivery of more
reliable capability to end users.
• Test cases based on use cases and more direct
validation of platform function against requirements.

SPIRIT Test Cases
SPIRIT includes a comprehensive set of test cases that are
matched to the governing TDL standards.

Phase 3

The SPIRIT model also enables the identiﬁcation of the
minimum set of test cases necessary to test all logical
paths through the requirements. Therefore, SPIRIT
provides a comprehensive set of test cases that facilitate
the testing of a platform implementation against the
vision. (SPIRIT can also use a similar approach to support
the acceptance testing of a platform against the
contractual requirements.)

individual systems would then be matched to the required
services in an optimally cost-eﬀective manner. This led us
to consider whether TDLs could be deﬁned using SOA
principles.

Service-Orientated SPIRIT
This phase of work involves enhancing the user interface of SPIRIT
and integrating the prototype described in Phase 1. This will
enable the defence oﬃcer to deﬁne their platform based on a
number of mission threadlets that automatically deﬁne the
platform implementation.

Phase 4

The heart of the SPIRIT approach is a model of the
standards that represent the vision. This model ensures
that the vision (and, therefore, the constituent standards)
is complete, consistent, and correct, thereby verifying the
requirements baseline.

SPIRIT Scenario Building
SyntheSys is developing a library of scenario vignettes that
correspond to the TDL mission threadlets that we identiﬁed and
deﬁned in earlier phases of the work. These can be combined to
form larger and more sophisticated scenarios that are suitable as
a basis for interoperability testing.

The need for eﬀective and cohesive systems engineering
tools is paramount in supporting integrated battle force
based, embedded digital communications systems. The
iSMART process presents many challenges when looking
at TDL integration and sustainment as needing full systems
engineering life cycle support, which is compounded by
evolving standards, which are often ambiguous in the
expression of requirements.
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TDL Technology Community Forum
Multi-Channel Link 16 Terminal
For Size, Weight, and Power Constrained
Platforms
While there have been signiﬁcant improvements in today’s
battlespace with the range, speed, and lethality of kinetic
weapons, the increased ability to engage has far outpaced
the ability to identify friend from foe. This competing
dynamic has contributed to slower progress in expansion of
Situational Awareness (SA) and understanding reﬂective of
the long-standing challenges associated with the “fog of
war” concept described by Carl Philipp Gottfried von
Clausewitz.
As the eﬀective size of the battlespace gets reduced due to
the enhanced eﬀects of kinetic weapons (longer vs. shorter
engagement distances), it becomes increasingly more
important to arm individual platforms with multiple sources
of communications pathways to obtain the SA that is
necessary for increased lethality and survivability.
However, even with force modernization eﬀorts, budget
realities and the urgency of ongoing operations have
placed more emphasis on enhancements to existing
platforms. As a result, many existing air, ground, and sea
platforms are seeking improvements to communications to
achieve the required SA provided by Link 16 (the
predominant line-of-sight waveform for tactical data links),
but internal trades must be made to existing systems
especially in the areas of Size, Weight, Power, and Cost
(SWaP-C). The need to “network” joint forces only makes
this demand more urgent, but it does not remove the
requirement for legacy communications pathways already
on the platform.

With the STT, it is now possible to consume tactical
information from a ground network and pass that
information over to Link 16 and vice versa, creating
seamless SA and a Common Operational Picture (COP)
between air and ground forces. It also aﬀords SWaP
constrained platforms outfitted with a legacy VHF/UHF
radio with an upgrade path to Link 16 (while maintaining its
legacy capability), without having to impact platform SWaP.
Evolution of Link 16 Technology
As with many system solutions, SWaP-C has traditionally
limited Link 16’s application to high value, large operational
platforms. Since the 1990s, Link 16 has proliferated from
small numbers on capital ships and Command and Control
(C2) aircraft to over 10,000 platforms deployed worldwide.
However, even with the further reduction of SWaP-C to a
55-pound terminal, there are still many front line and
tactical edge platforms that need to be accounted for in
the COP that cannot aﬀord even half of that weight and
size.
Designed for ﬂexibility, the STT KOR-24A meets the needs
of users who have SWaP constraints, but need the
information available on Link 16 networks and either
wideband UHF or legacy VHF/UHF. Helicopters, Unmanned
Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), ground vehicles, small boats, and
small aircraft now have access to both air and ground
(friendly and enemy) situational data and can provide
secure and reliable target data to the network.
Beyond meeting the need for simultaneous voice and data
communications, the STT also solves the U.S. DoD’s
long-standing space problem on legacy platforms. When
new communications equipment is installed, it must ﬁt
where the older systems were installed. This can cause
weight and power issues when the replacement gear is
heavier and more power-hungry than its predecessor,
especially when there is limited onboard space. Now, with
a single radio with two channels, this eﬀectively allows the
DoD to remove an existing radio and have additional
networking capability at no extra power and weight costs.
Leveraging Commercial Innovation for Defense Needs

Developed by Viasat and Harris, the Small Tactical Terminal
(STT) KOR-24A is a two-channel radio designed to meet the
needs of users who have SWaP-C constraints, but also need
simultaneous access to Link 16 and either wideband
waveforms or legacy communications pathways, including
Very High Frequency and Ultra-High Frequency (VHF/UHF).
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While the STT was developed to carefully meet the DoD’s
needs for a multichannel radio, it was not developed as
part of a formal program. The radio is centered on a
commercial model and best practices can be adapted to
meet strict performance and environmental requirements,
while simultaneously ensuring a cost-eﬀective
development and support structure. Customer, or rather,
warﬁghter feedback, allows for quick modiﬁcations to
match the military services’ needs. Terminals in the ﬁeld
can also be upgraded at a substantially faster rate than the
normal acquisition process.

Have you got a burning question to ask? Or perhaps a topic you feel doesn’t get enough scrutiny?
Our Community forum is for you! We are asking members of the TDL and related communities to come forward with diﬀerent ideas
and topics for inclusion in this Community Forum which is dedicated to you. If you are interested in contributing please contact Sarah Thomas: sarah_thomas@synthesys.co.uk

Flexibility and Future Prooﬁng with a Software-Deﬁned Radio
signiﬁcantly reducing the risk of blue-on-blue
engagements.

Images courtesy of Viasat

As new features are developed, the technical baseline of
the radio is adaptable, and switching to additional
waveforms and networks can quickly be accomplished – as
simply as if one were changing the channel on the
television. Other customer driven enhancements include
upgrades to support new BLOS waveforms such as UHF
DAMA SATCOM as well as a variety of new Link 16
capabilities enabling broader operations on protected
participation group nets, adding another layer of security.
With government cryptographic modernization eﬀorts,
security enhancements will have a programmable
approach and will be certiﬁed and accomplished via
software download as well.
With the STT KOR-24A, SWaP-constrained platforms that
have traditionally lacked Link 16 access can now see a
complete air/ground COP with all operators and assets
accounted for – helping to remove the fog of war and

For more information on ViaSat’s STT, please click here

The Tactical Communication Forum
When & Where will the event take place?
The event will take place Tuesday 29th &
Wednesday 30th May 2018 at the Kaunas
Hotel, Kaunas, Lithuania.

Q&A
Alan Gore, Link &
Communication
Chief Engineer at
Swedish Försvarets
Materielverk,
tells us everything
you need to know
about the event.

What is the purpose of this new event?
The purpose of the TCF is to provide an
environment for informal discussions between
nations on all aspects of the operation, support,
procurement and advancement of Tactical Data
Links (TDLs) and tactical communication
systems. The TCF focus is on providing an
environment for presentations and discussions
only.
Who should attend?
The target audience for the TCF is Military,
Government and Industry personnel and is
open for all attendees to provide useful
presentations.
How much will the event cost?
The event is low-cost (€25 for conference fee
including lunch) and is payable in cash on the
ﬁrst day of the event. Overnight
accommodation plus other travel expenditure is
the responsibility of the delegate.
What format will the event take?
TCF is intended to be a small discussion forum
and will be limited to around 100 attendees.
The TCF is not only a TDL forum, the meeting

Tactical Communication Forum

will also discuss the interface and boundaries of
other tactical communication systems.
What areas will TCF examine?
TCF will explore Interoperability (IO) of
Tactical/TDL communication issues, challenges,
problems and initiatives such as Requirements
Management, Operational, Technical,
Procurement, Interoperability, Training,
Interoperability Test and Veriﬁcation.
Who will chair the event?
I myself will chair the event. I am also thrilled
to announce that Viktorija Urbe from the
Lithuanian Air Force will be the co-chair for the
ﬁrst TCF. I am conﬁdent Viktorija's experience
and background will prove invaluable when
facilitating the ﬁrst meeting.
How do people register to attend?
Simply ﬁll in the registration form on the TCF
website
https://www.tactical-comms-forum.com
/registration
It’s really important that people register to
attend via the website. I am also accepting
presentation ideas via the website. Finally, I
would be thrilled if those attending the TCF
would join our social evening, which provides
an excellent networking opportunity, please let
us know if you would like to attend the social
event, again via the website.
- Alan Gore

web: www.tactical-comms-forum.com | email: coordinator@tactical-comms-forum.com
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System Wide Information Management
& Strategic Data Links
by Kate Chandler

Data Links may be used in many guises, not purely for the
provision of tactical military requirement.
Currently used within the System Wide Information
Management programme as part of the Single European
Skies concept, Strategic Data Links deliver the integrated
capacity for the provision of an additional secure,
independent, method of communication between air traﬃc
controllers and aircraft, but how? And what is the Single
European Sky?
The Single European Sky’s concept is an ambitious
programme designed to increase eﬃciency, improve safety,
reduce cost and improve environmental performance
within the European Airspace Network; the programme
works in parallel with military organisations to ensure
interoperability and the safeguard of national and
international collective security requirements.

few), needed to be passed successfully to pilots, Air
Operation Centres, Air Navigation Service Providers,
Meteorology Service Providers and Military Operations
Centres. The concept development was necessary to
ensure the information was managed correctly, across its
full life cycle and across the whole European Air Traﬃc
Management System.
Historically, one of the most widely used methodologies of
exchanging information within the Air Traﬃc Management
network has been through voice communication. Voice
communication tasks on busy sectors represent 35-50% of
the tactical controller’s workload.

In response to the unprecedented growth in air travel
experienced in the 1990s, the European Commission
passed two Single European Sky packages to create a
legislative framework for European aviation, now
incorporating 41 member states. Daily levels of ﬂights
handled by the European Air Traﬃc Management system
exceed 30,000 with further growth anticipated in the
immediate future.
To achieve the programme goals the initiative of organising
airspace into functional blocks, according to traﬃc ﬂows
rather than to national borders, was developed. Such a
project was not possible without common rules and
procedures at European level. The Single European Sky was
born to meet this need. The modernisation requirements
of the European Air Traﬃc Management network resulted
in one of the initiatives speciﬁcally developed to improve
the fragmented approach to air traﬃc ﬂow management:
System Wide Information Management.
This concept was designed to ensure the provision of
‘commonly understood quality information to be delivered
to the right people at the right time’ across the vast range
of Air Traﬃc Management systems, data domains, business
trajectory phases and Air Traﬃc Management stakeholders.
This required the development and implementation of
various technical methodologies and equipment to achieve
global standardisation and interoperability. Information,
covering Aeronautical, Flight Trajectories, Aerodrome
Operations, Flow, Surveillance and Capacity (to name a
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With increased levels of traﬃc growth this function has
increasingly shown limitations. Therefore EUROCONTROL,
the body empowered by the European Commission to
assist Member States with the research and development
of projects to facilitate the implementation of the Single
European Sky’s legislative process, developed the
Controller-Pilot Data-Link Communications (CPDLC)
air/ground data link application within the System Wide
Information Management concept.
Used at the Maastricht Upper Area Control Centre to
enable the exchange of text messages between air traﬃc
controllers and pilots, CPDLC oﬀers the beneﬁt of an
additional, independent and secure channel, which reduces
the strain on busy sector frequencies, transmitting clear
messages and minimising potential for misunderstandings,
thus increasing capacity and improving the daily eﬃciency
of controller to pilot exchanges and allowing the controller
to focus upon essential tasks.

What is the Single European Sky?

The Maastricht Upper Area Control Centre oﬀers strategic
data-link services 24/7 to all certiﬁed aircraft equipped with
aeronautical telecommunications network data-link
avionics or future air navigation systems, most commonly
through Very High Frequency Data Link (VDL) Mode 2.
In 2017, 21% of equipped aircraft operating in the upper
airspace above Flight Level 245 (24,500ft AMSL) in the
Brussels, Hannover and Amsterdam Flight Information
Regions utilised this functionality.

AMSTERDAM
FIR
(EHAA)
BRUSSELS
UIR
(EBUR)

HANNOVER
UIR
(EDVV)

and reduces costs to airlines using the service by up to 8%.
When one minute of delay can cost one aircraft operator in
the region of £50 per aircraft, annual savings are estimated
to be circa £440M.
To conclude, the broad capabilities and application of
Strategic Data Links in trusted domains may result in the
provision of precise, quantitative information which may
enhance capacity and prove more reliable.
Voice communications require a broader bandwidth and
greater resource to pass the same message and are more
liable to human misinterpretation. The use of the CPDLC
system achieves the strategic objectives of the Single
European Sky’s concept through increased eﬃciency,
reduced cost, increased safety and lower environmental
impact whilst relieving congestion, enhancing existing
communications between the air and the ground and
oﬀering unambiguous transmission of routing messages
between controllers and pilots. Strategic Data Links are the
silent deliverer in this concept.

RHEIN
UIR
(EDUU)

Some of the message types provided through the service
include Data Link Integration Capability, Air Traﬃc Control
Clearances, Communications Management and
Microphone Checks (to ensure communication capability
and enhance safety in the event of an open transmit error)
and the exchange of routine, non-time critical messages at
strategic level between aircrews and controllers.
The ground initiation of the connection, prior to the aircraft
entering the Maastricht Upper Area Control airspace,
allows a message, automatically generated by airborne
avionics, to be sent to the controller, notifying the
controlling authority of the aircraft’s enhanced capacity.
In the event of any problems the Data-Link Services Central
Reporting Oﬃce monitors data-link operations and resolves
issues aﬀecting safety, capacity, performance and
interoperability at European Level.
It is estimated through Cost Beneﬁt Analysis that the
utilisation of this capability increases eﬃciency in the
Maastricht Upper Area Control region by more than 10%
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Ask
the Trainer
Why and How is Variable Message Format (VMF)
so Adaptable?
Up until recently, whenever anyone
mentioned ‘VMF’, I broke out in to a
cold sweat and retreated to my
comfort zone of the normal Tactical
Data Links (TDLs) – 11, 16 and 22. I
am not quite sure how I acquired this
ridiculous fear, but perhaps it was the
countless briefs delivered with a focus
on the technicalities of VMF by
non-operators rather than simply
how it works that sent me into the
abyss!
Now after hard work, guidance and
excellent mentoring, I am pleased to
say that the subject no longer ﬁlls me
with a sense of dread! As an operator
‘at heart’, I will be honest and say that
sometimes I am more than content to
know which button to press rather
than the technical areas, or as I term
it - ‘the magic behind the curtain’.
However, as an instructor I really do
want to know why and how these
things work. Ultimately, if I can see
behind the curtain and fully
appreciate why and how, I can then
do my very best to try and explain this
in a more amenable way.
I think it is important to note from the
start, that VMF only refers to the
K-Series message catalogue. VMF
and MIL-STD-188-220 (Military
Standard) Combat Net Radio (CNR)
are very often tied together. VMF
must be transmitted over a bearer,
and one could argue that this bearer
is a MIL-STD-188-220 compliant CNR.
However, there are many other
bearers and, as a subsequence, many
ways in which K-Series messages can
be sent. We should also recognise
that K-Series messages require a
header, and MIL-STD-2045-47001 is
usually employed.
Figure 1 shows VMF as a TDL.
So, let’s start with the Why
Until the mid-80s all the United States
armed forces were committed to the
emerging Link 16 standard, although
the US Air Force (USAF) and US Navy
(USN) were clearly the lead services,
with the US Army (USA) and US
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Message

K-Series Message Set

+

Header

Figure 1

Marine Corps (USMC) bringing up the
rear. The USAF and USN wanted to
use a catalogue of ﬁxed format
messages for Link 16, but the USA
and USMC wanted to use a more
adaptable approach with variable
format messages whose content and
format could be altered to better suit
the ground environment. Link 16 had
the capability to deal with both
message concepts simultaneously
and was considered to be the ideal
solution.
However, it was clear that peacetime
restrictions on the use of Joint Tactical
Information Distribution System
(JTIDS) were going to restrict severely
the amount of Link 16 capacity and
something would have to go.
Another problem was the high JTIDS
terminal cost. JTIDS terminals were
extremely expensive and the
USA/USMC would have needed far
more of them than the USAF/USN put
together. In summary, Link 16 was far
too expensive, provided little
ﬂexibility and did not support the
ground environment, with the
USA/USMC simply desiring a more
adaptable, cost-eﬀective data link.
Now to the How
VMF messages are compiled in such a
way that only the pertinent required
information is transmitted. To
achieve correct data transfer, the
receiving unit must be able to process
the received data stream in such a
way that it is able to identify the
excluded information ﬁelds, and
therefore correctly interpret the
received data.
To achieve this, VMF messages, and
indeed the prescribed Header, utilise
something known as Syntax. A simple

Bearer
Network Stack

deﬁnition of Syntax is, ‘Connected or
orderly system, arrangement of parts
or elements i.e. textual formatting’.
The data in VMF messages consist of
data Fields of varying length. Fields
with a similar content may be strung
together into Groups. Both single
Fields and Groups can either occur
just once or they can Recur, i.e. be
repeated, 1 or more times. Fields can
be Mandatory, Discretionary or
Optional. Mandatory is easily
understood but Discretionary and
Optional? Well, Discretionary means
that the Field need not be present on
every transmission of a message. All
systems must be capable of
transmitting and receiving/processing
the Field. As for Optional, it means
that it need not be capable of
transmission and need not be
processed upon receipt.
Field Presence Indicators (FPI) are
used in the messages to indicate
whether a pre-deﬁned optional ﬁeld
will be present. FPIs are not used if
the ﬁeld is mandatory.
An FPI is a 1-bit ﬁeld as follows:
FPI=0 The next expected ﬁeld will
be absent.
FPI=1 The next expected ﬁeld will
be present.
These indicators are transparent to
the user, although they allow the user
to send only those ﬁelds containing
data.
An FPI example where we have ﬁve
(5) Fields deﬁned for a particular
K-Series message but we only need to
send Fields 2 & 5 is shown in Figure 2
(over the page).

Training Manager Paul Czajkowski has had a 22 year exemplary career within HM Royal Air
Force and ﬁve years’ established civilian instructional expertise. He is accredited to both
UK military and civilian education & training standards. Paul has a recognised ability as an
innovative and adaptable leader, specialising in Multi-TDL Network Design, Management,
Testing and Instruction. He has provided Multi-TDL training, including VMF and JREAP, to a
number of NATO Nations, non-NATO nations and international companies. He has also
given specialist Network Design support to a variety of nations and organisations including
NATO, UK, Austria, Finland, Italy, Denmark, Hungary and international companies.

K-Series Message Fields
Field 1
(M)

Field 2
Optional

Field 3
Optional

Field 5
Optional

Field 5
Optional

Field not
sent

Field 5
Sent

Figure 2

K-Series Message Fields sent and not sent

Already we can identify that each
message that may be transmitted is
variable in length and as such
adaptable.
However, the beneﬁts don’t stop
there. To continue to reinforce how
variable and ultimately eﬃcient VMF
is, there is even more to syntax. On
many occasions operations may
dictate that some Fields/Groups may
need to be repeated and to support
this we have Field/Group Repeat
Indicators (F/GRI). Whether or not a
Field or Group can Recur is deﬁned in
the message table, as is the maximum
number of repeats allowed for that
Field or Group.

FPI=1

Field not
sent

FPI=0

Field 2
Sent

FPI=0

FPI=1

Field 1
(M)

Once again, these indicators are
transparent to the user and
importantly one must recognise that
the ﬁeld is repeated and not the
content.
An FRI example where we have two
(2) Fields with Field 2 being both
optional and present then repeated
twice but sent three times is shown in
Figure 3.
Field 1 is Mandatory – NO FPI
required
Field 2 is optional and we want to
send – FPI=1

An FRI is once again a 1-bit ﬁeld:

Field 2 is repeatable and will be
repeated – FRI=1

FRI=0 Field, although present, will
not be repeated.

Field 2 Present (ﬁrst iteration)

FRI=1 Field will be repeated.

Field 2 is repeatable and will be
repeated – FRI=1

Field 2
Optional

Figure 3

Field 2
Sent

FRI=0

FRI=1

FRI=1

FPI=1

Field 2
Sent

Field 2 Present (third iteration)
The ﬂexibilities of VMF message
construction are basically not
available with the more standardised
TDLs – 11, 16 & 22.
VMF and indeed header syntax allows
the user to interpret the FPI, FRI, GPI
(Group Presence Indicator) and GRIs,
all of which go to make the VMF
systems highly eﬃcient. It is this
system that allows optional data
elements to be left out of messages if
so desired, unlike a conventional TDL.
It is undoubtedly an extremely
complex system, but it is this very
complexity which is the main factor in
making VMF a much more ﬂexible
TDL system than conventional TDLs.

Alternatively, if you are interested in
how SyntheSys Defence Training can
support you, please email
training@synthesys.co.uk

K-Series Message Fields sent
Field 1
(M)

Field 2 is repeatable and will not be
repeated – FRI=0

I hope you have enjoyed this article
and if you would like to know more
about VMF, the header and CNR, we
provide a 2.5-day course, with the full
syllabus provided upon request.

K-Series Message Fields
Field 1
(M)

Field 2 Present (second iteration)

Field 2
Sent
Do you have a question you would like to
ask? contact: tdltech@synthesys.co.uk
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Free Resource

Capabilities and Limitations (Caps and Lims) Database – Available now!
We are pleased to offer free access to our Caps and Lims database via our
Defence Community Portal.
The Caps and Lims tool collects published, public-domain information on countries’ surface,
subsurface, land and air platforms, into a single consolidated resource. It is intended as a
training tool for Tactical Data Link (TDL) operators.
You will find the portal intuitive, clearly illustrated and the level of detail both extensive and
informative. The contents will be of interest to members of the TDL and wider defence
community.
The sign-up process is straightforward and gives access to our library of free assets including
technical articles, white papers and free downloadable copies of our TDL Technology
magazine. The material on the portal is written with shared challenges and current issues
faced by the TDL industry in mind.
There is also the opportunity to enter an open Community Forum where you can
share your opinions and ask unclassified questions.
To register to use the portal visit:
www.tdl-technology.com/community-portal

